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Koenig and Bruck: EDP Equipment Selection

An Orientation Article —

EDP EQUIPMENT SELECTION
There seem to be an infinite number of factors to
be weighed in the choice of the best machine for a
given application. This article offers some guidelines
as to which are most important.
by Charles Koenig, Jr., and Kurt W. Bruck
S. D. Leidesdorf & Co.

which has com
cause he should approach the prob
pleted its EDP feasibility study,
lem with a completely open mind.
and has decided that a computer At least at the outset it should be
will be a good investment, has com
assumed that all equipment offered
pleted only the first phase of what
by the well-known electronics man

will be a long, hard process.
ufacturers is reliable. There are few
A computer, yes, but which com
secrets between manufacturers; the
puter? There are many manufac
constant traffic in engineers among
turers, each offering a variety of
the companies insures that. So, any
models. And there appear to be an
tendency to choose one machine
infinite number of factors to be
complex over another simply be
weighed and judged in the decision.
cause its manufacturer is favored,
A potentially fatal mistake is to
for whatever reason, is to be re
start making major adaptations in
sisted. We belabor this point be
the system to fit the capacities
cause only the equipment that most
some equipment simply because
closely fits the requirements of the
that particular type of hardware
system that has been worked out is
has earned the partisanship—or the
the equipment that should be se
lected, except in very special cases.
awe—of some member of manage
ment or of the feasibility study
group. They may feel safest in
Requirements
choosing a particular type of equip
To prepare for such a selection,
ment, even though that equipment
the
first thing the consultant and
by all the standards of the system
the
study team must do, the first
they and/or the consultants have
step
in equipment selection, is to
designed is not as well adapted for
spell out in detail just what the
the job as some other maker’s. It
equipment is expected to do under
is in the selection of the computer
the proposed new system, the quan
that the company’s consultant can
tity of data it will have to handle,
make his largest contribution, be
he company
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and the interval of time permitted
for processing. These are the basics,
and the more detailed the informa
tion is the more finely tailored the
installation can be to the exact
needs of the purchaser. Much of
this information may not have been
gathered during the EDP feasibility
study. However, the feasibility
study should have resulted in at
least the following:
1. What are management’s needs
and objectives?
a. Reduction in costs?
b. Improved service to the com
pany and customer?
c. Improved management of the
business, etc.?
2. The formation of a hard core
data processing staff or study team
on a full-time basis, guided and
supplemented by the experience of
the company’s consultant
3. Detailed write-ups of present
and proposed systems, complete
with flow charts and input and out
put format requirements
4. Document counts of all input
data, both at normal and peak
periods, noting where the input
37
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Precise specifications should be prepared and submitted to all makers
of equipment that is likely to be
This is an aid
to
manufacturer, in preparing his proposal, and to the would-be buyer.

originates and the approximate tim
ing for the receipt of the input data
5. The number of personnel cur
rently needed to process the opera
tions
be computerized and an
to
 es
timate of the personnel savings to
accrue under a computer system
6. A listing of all major files cur
rently being maintained and the de
tailed content of these files
7. Exceptions to routine process
ing
With the above data as a back
ground, the consultant and the
study team will have already con
ducted meetings with all concerned
parties throughout the company,
considered revising existing operat
ing procedures, and notified man
agement in writing
the results of
the feasibility study. Management,
on the basis of this written report,
has made the decision to proceed
with the computer study. We are
therefore ready to proceed to the
next step. Based on these efforts,
the consultant and the study team,
in effect, design their ideal ma
chine specifications—then investi
gate which data processing com
plexes most nearly match it.
A review of manufacturers’ lit

erature readily available to the con
sultant can quickly and accurately
identify those whose equipment
seems most nearly compatible with
the systems requirements. There is
obviously no point in asking a man
ufacturer specializing in scientific
processors with high internal oper
ating speeds, but low input and out
put speeds, for proposals on a sys
tem which calls for the processing
of an enormous amount
data
through comparatively simple pro
cessing steps.

Proposal request
There are two ways to request
proposals: (1) Disregard the feasi
bility study and request that the
manufacturers start from scratch.
They will send in systems men who
will study your present systems and
devise new systems tailored to work
on that manufacturer’s equipment.
They will time out the operations
and, infrequently, will estimate the
potential cost savings to accrue from
the installation of their computer.
(2) Based upon a feasibility study
conducted by the consultant with
the aid of the company’s personnel,
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submit
the manufacturers your
flow charts outlining the specific
areas and systems which the com
pany wishes to computerize, show
ing the necessary computer runs,
the inputs and outputs required,
and giving a brief explanation
the processing involved.
In practice we have found the
latter approach to be the only logi
cal one. The former approach re
sults in a lengthy systems review
conducted on your premises by each
computer manufacturer’s systems
people, which is very time-consum
ing on the part of key personnel
and very often leads to illogical sys
tems approaches because
the
manufacturer’s inability to learn the
company’s systems in the necessary
detail in the short time allotted.
Most serious of all, it results in dif
ferent approaches by each manu
facturer, usually due to specific id
iosyncracies of his equipment, that
are virtually impossible to evaluate
on a relative basis when the ma
chine proposals are finally received.
Thus, we think that precise specifi
cations should be prepared and sub
mitted to representatives
manu
facturers of likely suitable equip
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ess
preparing the specifications
is an aid to the manufacturers in
that it puts in writing precisely
what it is that the company wants
the equipment to do and the ap
proximate price range or rental fee
the company is prepared pay for
getting the job done.
The chosen manufacturers, when
they receive the specifications, then
go to work themselves detailing just
how their equipment could handle
the jobs the company wants done.
In effect they are complementing
Computers designed on the modular principle can be expanded without replace
the systems design already com
ment of all equipment or reprograming as
system grows to meet new needs.
pleted by the consultant and the
study team, showing precisely how
their equipment could be used with
in the system, what kind of input

would be required, and what kind
entails much work and time and
After this winnowing-out process
of output it would produce. The
should result in the following bench
is completed, there will probably be
time taken for each operation for
more than one manufacturer who
mark answers for each proposal:
a given quantity of data should be
has offered equipment configura
1. Configuration proposed
part of the proposal.
tions that look
though they will
a. Card-oriented
do the job that has been outlined.
b. Tape-oriented
Concentrating on the remaining
c. Random access storage
Analysis of proposals
proposals, staff meetings are held
d.
Main-frame
storage
Upon receipt of the machine pro
with
the consultant, the study team,
e. Input and output devices
posals, the actual evaluation will be
and
department
heads to analyze
f. Special devices
gin. A detailed analysis of each man
the
approaches
used
by the remain
2. Cost of intended installation
ufacturer’s proposal must be made
ing
manufacturers.
At
this time it
a. Machinery cost
by the consultant, preferably in con
might
be
necessary
to
call
in repre
b. Start-up cost
junction with the original study
sentatives
of
the
machine
compan
3. Manufacturer’s policy of rental,
group. This evaluation
necessity
to
elaborate
on
their
proposals.
purchase, and overtime use agree
ment
harles Koenig, Jr.,
4. Timing of individual opera
is senior computer
Selection criteria
tions
and total estimate of monthly
consultant in the man
After proper evaluation of each
usage and monthly available hours
agement services divi
proposal, the consultant and the
5. Estimates of intended cost
sion of S. D. Leides
dorf & Co. in New
study team must make a decision.
savings detailed by department
York. Mr. Koenig is
In the present state of the computer
By using the above analysis, it
thoroughly experi
market
the decision is no longer
should
be
possible
to
select
those
enced in the
solely made on price as it was
manufacturers who have submitted
data processing field. Assignments include
several years ago. After determining
work on both commercial and scientific
a “ball park” proposal and thus
applications and have
the use
that each proposal is economically
eliminate those manufacturers’ pro
of linear programing, simulation
justifiable, there are other important
posals from consideration which do
and statistical sampling methods.
factors, such as the following, that
not fall within the range either
Kurt W. Bruck is also
in a large measure influence the de
costs or timing factors. For a variety
senior computer con
sultant in the manage
cision:
of reasons some of the proposals
ment services division
may not adhere to the outline the
of S. D. Leidesdorf &
system requested. Due to machine
Co., where he is re
Modularity
limitations
or a desire to advance
sponsible for consult
1. Modularity
the proposed
a certain machine feature, the man
ing assignments in
volving computer
configuration. Can the computer be
ufacturer may have materially al
usage and systems and feasibility studies.
expanded to meet future needs of
tered the proposed system. This
Mr. Bruck has been engaged in the data
the company without the expense
must be resisted at all costs in order
processing field since 1937 in such capaci
of reprograming? It is possible,
that all proposals can be evaluated
ties as tabulating department supervisor
without a change of basic configuon an equitable basis.
and systems and methods engineer.
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Art. 6out jobs with
ration,
to expand
many and
of the
al
programing,
to4,time
ready installed systems by adding
a high degree of accuracy. But
main frame storage, increasing mag
equipment that offers processing
netic tape speeds, increasing the
overlap will obviously process jobs
speeds of the input and output de
faster and thus require significantly
vices, and even increasing the speed
less throughput time, providing the
of the print units. In addition, when
data and logic mix allow us to make
systems needs have grown beyond
use of such capabilities. In addition,
the capacity of an already installed
demand interrupt features with ex
configuration, it is possible, with
ecutive routines available on some
some manufacturers’ equipment, to
computers make it possible to im
install the next size range of equip
prove throughput time by “multi
ment without having to start from
processing” two or more jobs simul
scratch and build a system and re
taneously, where the relatively slow
write programs. This is so because
input-output requirements of sev
the programing language of the two
eral jobs can easily be digested in
configurations is effectively compat
the main frame of the computer,
ible. Conversely, some manufac
which might otherwise stand idle
turers offer equipment that is not
awaiting completion of input-out
compatible and/or expandable and
put functions of a single job.
may consequently require lengthy
and costly systems and programing
Overtime rental
Previously we were concerned
efforts each time computer capaci
ties must be expanded. If possible,
3. The manufacturers’ policy on
primarily with the speeds
the latter condition should be
overtime rental. In the case of more
avoided and the determination
than a one-shift operation, the pol
with which individual
the modularity or expandability of
icy of overtime rental can be a
the equipment examined in view
significant factor in the cost of the
processing elements could
future needs before placing an

computer. Some manufacturers offer
order.
operate, Now we are more
a base usage of 176 hours per

concerned with “through

Simultaneity

put,” the net time required

2. The ability of the computer
to handle simultaneous operations.
Many of the computers on the mar
ket can simultaneously handle two
or more operations. In today’s tech
nology we are more and more hear
ing the term “throughput.” This is
the net time required by the equip
ment to process all phases of a job.
Previously we were concerned pri
marily with machine speeds, i.e.,
microseconds of access time, card
reading and punching speeds, char
acter rate per second tape speeds,
etc. Each processing element was
timed separately and all elements
added together to arrive at the total
processing time. Today with over
lap possibilities and multiple chan
nel circuitry we are more concerned
with the way complete jobs can be
processed simultaneously and the
length of time taken for processing
all elements per job, instead of the
sum of individually timed job seg
ments. The fact still remains that it
is virtually impossible, without first

by the equipment to process
all phases of a job,
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month, some 200 hours per month,
and others even more. Some have
a very strict accounting of all over
time hours used while others have
a more liberal policy toward excess
usage beyond a one-shift basis. The
rates on a second-shift rental can
run as high as 40 per cent of the
base rental for the excess time used,
but significant differences might be
found between manufacturers.
When overtime costs are in
volved, a cost analysis should be
prepared detailing rental costs (in
cluding overtime costs) vs. pur
chase costs (including maintenance
and amortization). The analysis
should determine if the purchase of
the equipment is justified and, if so,
a recommendation for purchase
should be made to management,
after having given full considera
tion to obsolescence.

Delivery dates
4. Delivery dates on equipment
can be an important factor in
placing an order. Although it might
Management Services
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and
the case of a complex pro
appear that the ability to receive
equipment on a short-term basis
graming system, this cost might be
would be advantageous, this is not
substantially more.
always the case. It will be to no
avail to take early delivery of
in
Program language
equipment if the company is not
ready for it. Usually it has been
Since the costs to program the
estimated that a minimum of one
computer are never trivial and the
year’s effort (multiple man-years)
technological advances in the com
is necessary for systems work and
puter industry occur at such a rapid
programing before acceptance of
pace, it might be assumed that
the equipment. However, it can
some time in the future the com
also be a disadvantage to be ready
puter under consideration will be
to utilize the equipment and have
replaced by a new generation spe
wait many more months for
cie. A costly reprograming task
delivery, installation, and opera
may be expected at that time un
tion.
less (1) the second machine has
Although often overlooked, an
compatibility with the first, either
important function of the consult
in engineering design or through
ant is to determine the proper de
packaged conversion programs, or
livery date of the equipment. Too
(2) the language for the first com
early delivery can result in signifi
puter was COBOL (Common Busi
cant additional cost to the client
ness Oriented Language) and the
and possibly chaotic conditions be
general systems approach has not
cause of crash programing in order
changed in the interim. Thus it
minimize the added
Too
becomes a calculated risk to choose
late delivery can result in the loss
between COBOL, a somewhat more
of efficiency and morale in the
difficult form of programing but
systems and programing group and
which offers the promise of re
unnecessary delay in achieving the
use
future years, or the man
ultimate goals which were the moti
ufacturer’s own, and generally more
vating forces in deciding to make
efficient, mnemonic coding system
a computer installation in the first
which offers less chance of salvage
place.
in the future, Generally, we feel,

Software
The “software” available with
every equipment configuration
should be checked very carefully.
All manufacturers, as a result of
their experience in the field, have
developed libraries of complete
processing routines or sub-routines
which they will make available to
all their customers without charge.
If the system that has been devel
oped contains elements covered
these libraries, such as sorts, etc.,
many
these packaged programs
can be used or adapted very easily
with a consequent significant saving
in programing time and expenses.
In addition to softwear packages
there are varying degrees of pro
graming complexities between man
ufacturers. It is estimated that the
cost of programing is equivalent to
one year’s rental of the equipment,
September-October, 1964
Published by eGrove, 1964



cost.

the choice should hinge on the life
expectancy of the computer under
consideration. If it appears that the
first computer will satisfy the com
pany’s needs for at least four years
operation, then we would favor
ignoring COBOL availability or
use, since after such a period the
chances of general systems reten
tion become very small.
If the client is a division or sub
sidiary
a larger company which
already has a computer and “cross
talk” between computers is desir
able, it goes without saying that a
check should be made to insure
that the existing computer’s input
and output formats are compatible
with those
the proposed addi
tion.
As stated previously, it is ex
tremely difficult to estimate ma
chine-usage time prior to writing
detailed programs. However, logi
cal estimates must be made

Manufacturers' policies on overtime
rentals can have a significant effect
on the cost of running a computer.

41
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suppose the installation is in a
guard against buying or renting a
smaller community some distance
computer with greater capacity
from a large metropolitan center.
than is required under present
The number of trained and avail
needs. However if the company is
able technical personnel who could
expanding so rapidly that obviously
be called on in an emergency could
the data processing load will be
substantially heavier by the time
be entirely different for two manu
facturers whose equipment other
the computer is installed, there
wise is equally desirable. Trained
would be justification for the in
personnel readily available to take
stallation of a larger computer.
care
mechanical troubles or
But, by the same token, a computer
breakdowns are a very important
based on modular units should be
factor
the success of an instal
considered if future expansion is
lation.
probable. A minimum of upheaval
and expense will be encountered
under such circumstances. Thus,
Personnel
many manufacturers offer a whole
Equally important is the number
range of configurations composed
of technical people the manufac
individual units—input units,
turer will supply and the length
central processors, memory units,
Although the probability of
of time for which he will supply
output units, which can be assem
them
when the installation is first
bled in configurations of varying
future expansion might jus
getting
under way.
power, speed, and ability. The one
These
machine company people
error to avoid is being trapped
tify acquiring a computer
a system which has been outgrown
are distinct from programers and
with greater capacity than is
coders, who should always be em
and cannot be expanded.
ployees on the client’s staff. As a
required for present needs,
general rule, we think a company
Servicing
going into electronic data process
it is probably wiser to con
Even when
the above fac
ing for the first time is best advised
tors have been taken into account,
make a strenuous effort to build
sider a computer based on
the list is not exhausted. Machines
its staff from within the company.
break down—and there are endless
If people already on the staff pos
modular units. The one
wholly unanticipated problems
sess the necessary skills and apti
when they are first installed. There
tudes
become programers, there
error to avoid is being
is usually very little difficulty in
are many advantages in sending
trapped in a system which
getting service from the manufac
them
a programing school main
turing company—any manufactur
tained by the manufacturer. The
has been outgrown and
ing company— a large city, but
company has better protection—

cannot be expanded.

Outside the largest cities, the quantity and quality of service available from
the manufacturer is an important consideration in the selection of equipment.
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Generally, a company going into EDP for the first time should make every effort
to recruit personnel internally for technical training by the manufacturer.

such personnel have already devel
oped ties and a certain loyalty to
the company. Moreover, they are
more familiar with its peculiar
problems and will have less diffi
culty in blocking out the detailed
machine steps necessary to convert
the flow charts of the systems de
signer into the block diagrams of
the programer.
What are the necessary skills and
aptitudes to become a programer?
How is one to tell whether the
necessary abilities are represented
in the staff?
Here the manufacturer can be of
help, once a definite machine com
plex has been decided upon. He
will give aptitude tests to those of
the customer’s employees who seem
likely prospects, and aid the final
selection. Then the selected em
ployees will be trained in program
ing techniques at a school main
tained by the manufacturer.
One final caution: If programers
are to be selected from within the
company (or, for that matter, if
outside programers are to be hired)
they should be sent to school well
in advance of machine installation.
Programing is a long, involved

September-October,
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process and takes a great deal of
time. The program for any given
data processing job should have a
long lead time, or the company is
apt to find itself with an expensive
machine installation for which it
has no programs. This may seem the
most obvious of truisms, but it is a
point which many companies have
overlooked to their grief and ex
pense. As computer prices continue
to come down, programing ex
penses are likely to become pro
portionately even higher. The sys
tems staff is as important as the
programing staff. As mentioned
previously the nucleus of the sys
tems staff is usually the original
study team. This team should be
augmented as necessary, by staff
members selected from within the
company—preferably with experi
ence in departments whose work
will be absorbed by the new com
puter.
The care and training
pro
gramers may seem quite divorced
from equipment selection. In one
way it is, but chronologically it is
so closely allied that selection of
future programers and the begin
ning
their training should occur

almost as soon as final equipment
choice has been made.
Since this article is one
a series
(the first
which was “The EDP
Feasibility Study,” Management
Services, July-August, p. 48) and
the next installment will deal with
the installation of EDP facilities,
suggestions about selection and
preparation of the study team and
the programers seemed most ap
propriate in this article.
In summary then, it can be stated
that the equipment selection should
be preceded by a computer feasi
bility study and the ideal systems
design. The final selection of the
most suitable equipment will prob
ably require some systems modifi
cation. If these steps are not taken
in the stated order, the chances of
just getting a better mouse trap
for the same old system are very
high. It must be remembered that
new technologies offer entirely dif
ferent solutions
data processing
and management needs. It is the
challenge
the consultant and the
systems team to discover better
systems concepts first, then insti
tute them with the best tools avail
able.
43
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